SECOND STATE EXPERT APPRAISAL COMMITTEE-2 (MINING) MINUTES 24/05/16
OF THE 26nd MEETING
1. Case No. -5174/16 Shri R.K. Nema, DGM, MP State Mining Corporation,
Paryavas Bhawna, Block-A, 2nd Floor, Jail Road, Arera Hills, Bhopal (MP)462011 Prior Environment Clearance for River Sand Quarry in an area of
10.00 ha. (1,00,000 cum/year) at Khasra No.-404, Village-Goramachurai,
Tehsil-Badi, District-Raisen (MP)
This is case of River Sand Mining. The application was forwarded by SEIAA to
SEAC for appraisal. The proposed site at Khasra No.-404, Village-Goramachurai,
Tehsil-Badi, District-Raisen (MP) 10.00 ha. The project requires prior EC before
commencement of any activity at site.
PP has submitted a copy of approved Mining Plan, letter from Mining Officer
certifying the leases within 500 meters radius around the site and requisite
information in the prescribed format duly verified by the Tehsildar and DFO.
Concerned Mining Officer vides letter no.376, dated: 24/3/16, has reported that
there is 01 more mine operating or proposed within 500 meters around the said
mine with total area of -30.809 ha including this mine.
The case was presented by the PP (OIC, MP State Mining Corporation Ltd.,) and
their consultant and during presentation it was observed that concerned Mining
Officer vides letter no.376, dated: 24/3/16, has reported that there is 01 more mine
operating or proposed within 500 meters around the said mine with total area of 30.809 ha including this mine. It being a case of cluster where the total area is >
25 ha. it was decided to consider this case as B-1 and committee recommended to
issue standard TOR prescribed by MoEF&CC with following additional TORs:1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Detailed evacuation plan alongwith road condion is to be discussed in the EIA
report alongwith requirement of manpower.
EIA/EMP is required to be prepared for entire cluster in order to cover all the
possible externalities. The report should cover carrying capacity, transportation and
other related issues for the cluster.
Photographs and maps depicting all the mines present in the cluster.
On a Google map, show all the mines in a cluster with all four co-ordinates of
individual mines.
The date and duration of carrying out the base line data collection and monitoring
be informed to the concerned Regional Officer of the M. P. Pollution Control
Board.
Photographs of individual mine during EIA process with date.
Justify the production from each mine and also justify the duration when mining is
possible.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

2.

Deatiled production plan with section should be provided in the EIA report
considering the safe area to be left for the prevention of bank erosion.
If on the evacuation route there are human settlements justify how they will be
protected or suggest alternate evacuation route.
Show on a map, where temporary storage facility of sand will be created along
with environmental protection measures proposed for such storage facility.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on pisciculture.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on agricultural practices (such as
growing of water melons etc) if taking place in the cluster area.
Discuss the measures that will be adopted for the bank erosion.
Indicate in EIA the structures such as bridges/barrages/dams close to individual
leases in cluster and effects of mining on their structure stability with protection
plan.
Provide the historical data of last 05 years about the sand already evacuated and
the replenishment capacity of individual mine lease.
If a habitation is in close vicinity of ML area then possible impacts & mitigation
measures be addressed in EIA.
During presentation (in some cases) it was observed that there is difference in
cluster area information submitted by the mining officer and presentation made by
the PP & their consultant. If this is the situation in this case, the OIC, MP State
Mining Corporation Ltd., was asked to get the area revivified from mining officer
and same should be submitted with the EIA report.
Case No. -5171/16 Shri R.K. Nema, DGM, MP State Mining Corporation,
Paryavas Bhawna, Block-A, 2nd Floor, Jail Road, Arera Hills, Bhopal (MP)462011 Prior Environment Clearance for River Sand Quarry in an area of
0.405 ha. (5,265 cum/year) at Khasra No.-181/1, Village-Rajon, Tehsil-Babai,
District-Hoshangabad (MP)
This is case of River Sand Mining. The application was forwarded by SEIAA to
SEAC for appraisal. The proposed site at Khasra No.-181/1, Village-Rajon,
Tehsil-Babai, District-Hoshangabad (MP) 0.405 ha. The project requires prior EC
before commencement of any activity at site.
PP has submitted a copy of approved Mining Plan, letter from Mining Officer
certifying the leases within 500 meters radius around the site and requisite
information in the prescribed format duly verified by the Tehsildar and DFO.
Concerned Mining Officer vide letter no.3988, dated: 24/3/16, has reported that
there are 02 more mines operating or proposed within 500 meters around the said
mine with total area of -39.405 ha including this mine.

The case was presented by the PP (OIC, MP State Mining Corporation Ltd.,) and
their consultant and during presentation it was observed that concerned Mining
Officer vide letter no.3988, dated: 24/3/16, has reported that there are 02 more
mines operating or proposed within 500 meters around the said mine with total
area of -39.405 ha including this mine. It being a case of cluster where the total
area is > 25 ha. it was decided to consider this case as B-1 and committee
recommended to issue standard TOR prescribed by MoEF&CC with following
additional TORs:1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

Detailed evacuation plan alongwith road condion is to be discussed in the EIA
report alongwith requirement of manpower.
EIA/EMP is required to be prepared for entire cluster in order to cover all the
possible externalities. The report should cover carrying capacity, transportation and
other related issues for the cluster.
Photographs and maps depicting all the mines present in the cluster.
On a Google map, show all the mines in a cluster with all four co-ordinates of
individual mines.
The date and duration of carrying out the base line data collection and monitoring
be informed to the concerned Regional Officer of the M. P. Pollution Control
Board.
Photographs of individual mine during EIA process with date.
Justify the production from each mine and also justify the duration when mining is
possible.
Deatiled production plan with section should be provided in the EIA report
considering the safe area to be left for the prevention of bank erosion.
If on the evacuation route there are human settlements justify how they will be
protected or suggest alternate evacuation route.
Show on a map, where temporary storage facility of sand will be created along
with environmental protection measures proposed for such storage facility.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on pisciculture.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on agricultural practices (such as
growing of water melons etc) if taking place in the cluster area.
Discuss the measures that will be adopted for the bank erosion.
Indicate in EIA the structures such as bridges/barrages/dams close to individual
leases in cluster and effects of mining on their structure stability with protection
plan.
Provide the historical data of last 05 years about the sand already evacuated and
the replenishment capacity of individual mine lease.
If a habitation is in close vicinity of ML area then possible impacts & mitigation
measures be addressed in EIA.

17.

During presentation (in some cases) it was observed that there is difference in
cluster area information submitted by the mining officer and presentation made by
the PP & their consultant. If this is the situation in this case, the OIC, MP State
Mining Corporation Ltd., was asked to get the area revivified from mining officer
and same should be submitted with the EIA report.

3.

Case No. -5161/16 Shri R.K. Nema, DGM, MP State Mining Corporation,
Paryavas Bhawna, Block-A, 2nd Floor, Jail Road, Arera Hills, Bhopal (MP)462011 Prior Environment Clearance for River Sand Mine project in an area
of 20.00 ha. (2,00,000 cum/year) at Khasra no.-475, Village-Goramachhurai,
Tehsil-Badi, District-Raisen (MP)
This is case of River Sand Quarry. The application was forwarded by SEIAA to
SEAC for appraisal. The proposed site, at Khasra no.-475, Village-Goramachhurai,
Tehsil-Badi, District-Raisen (MP) 20.00 ha. The project requires prior EC before
commencement of any activity at site.
PP has submitted a copy of approved Mining Plan, letter from Mining Officer
certifying the leases within 500 meters radius around the site and requisite
information in the prescribed format duly verified by the Tehsildar and DFO.
Concerned Mining Officer vides letter no.375, dated:-24/03/16, has reported that
there is 01 more mines operating or proposed within 500 meters around the said
mine with total area of -30.809 ha including this mine.
The case was presented by the PP (OIC, MP State Mining Corporation Ltd.,) and
their consultant and during presentation it was observed that concerned Mining
Officer vides letter no.375, dated:-24/03/16, has reported that there is 01 more
mines operating or proposed within 500 meters around the said mine with total
area of -30.809 ha including this mine. It being a case of cluster where the total
area is > 25 ha. it was decided to consider this case as B-1 and committee
recommended to issue standard TOR prescribed by MoEF&CC with following
additional TORs:-

1.
2.

3.

Detailed evacuation plan alongwith road condion is to be discussed in the EIA
report alongwith requirement of manpower.
EIA/EMP is required to be prepared for entire cluster in order to cover all the
possible externalities. The report should cover carrying capacity, transportation and
other related issues for the cluster.
Photographs and maps depicting all the mines present in the cluster.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

4.

On a Google map, show all the mines in a cluster with all four co-ordinates of
individual mines.
The date and duration of carrying out the base line data collection and monitoring
be informed to the concerned Regional Officer of the M. P. Pollution Control
Board.
Photographs of individual mine during EIA process with date.
Justify the production from each mine and also justify the duration when mining is
possible.
Deatiled production plan with section should be provided in the EIA report
considering the safe area to be left for the prevention of bank erosion.
If on the evacuation route there are human settlements justify how they will be
protected or suggest alternate evacuation route.
Show on a map, where temporary storage facility of sand will be created along
with environmental protection measures proposed for such storage facility.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on pisciculture.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on agricultural practices (such as
growing of water melons etc) if taking place in the cluster area.
Discuss the measures that will be adopted for the bank erosion.
Indicate in EIA the structures such as bridges/barrages/dams close to individual
leases in cluster and effects of mining on their structure stability with protection
plan.
Provide the historical data of last 05 years about the sand already evacuated and
the replenishment capacity of individual mine lease.
If a habitation is in close vicinity of ML area then possible impacts & mitigation
measures be addressed in EIA.
During presentation (in some cases) it was observed that there is difference in
cluster area information submitted by the mining officer and presentation made by
the PP & their consultant. If this is the situation in this case, the OIC, MP State
Mining Corporation Ltd., was asked to get the area revivified from mining officer
and same should be submitted with the EIA report.
Case No. -5166/16 Shri R.K. Nema, DGM, MP State Mining Corporation,
Paryavas Bhawna, Block-A, 2nd Floor, Jail Road, Arera Hills, Bhopal (MP)462011 Prior Environment Clearance for River Sand Mine project in an area
of 22.500 ha. (4,50,000 cum/year) at Khasra No.-01, Village-Maroda, TehsilItarsi, District-Hoshangabad (MP)
This is case of River Sand Mining. The application was forwarded by SEIAA to
SEAC for appraisal. The proposed site at Khasra No.-01, Village-Maroda, TehsilItarsi, District-Hoshangabad (MP) 22.500 ha. The project requires prior EC
before commencement of any activity at site.

PP has submitted a copy of approved Mining Plan, letter from Mining Officer
certifying the leases within 500 meters radius around the site and requisite
information in the prescribed format duly verified by the Tehsildar and DFO.
Concerned Mining Officer vides letter no.3988, dated: 24/3/16, has reported that
there is no more mine operating or proposed within 500 meters around the said
mine.
The case was presented by the PP (OIC, MP State Mining Corporation Ltd. and
their consultant and during presentation it was observed that concerned Mining
Officer vides letter no.3988, dated: 24/3/16, has reported that there is no more
mine operating or proposed within 500 meters around the said mine. It being a case
of cluster where the total area is > 25 ha. it was decided to consider this case as B-1
and committee recommended to issue standard TOR prescribed by MoEF&CC
with following additional TORs:1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Detailed evacuation plan alongwith road condion is to be discussed in the EIA
report alongwith requirement of manpower.
EIA/EMP is required to be prepared for entire cluster in order to cover all the
possible externalities. The report should cover carrying capacity, transportation and
other related issues for the cluster.
Photographs and maps depicting all the mines present in the cluster.
On a Google map, show all the mines in a cluster with all four co-ordinates of
individual mines.
The date and duration of carrying out the base line data collection and monitoring
be informed to the concerned Regional Officer of the M. P. Pollution Control
Board.
Photographs of individual mine during EIA process with date.
Justify the production from each mine and also justify the duration when mining is
possible.
Deatiled production plan with section should be provided in the EIA report
considering the safe area to be left for the prevention of bank erosion.
If on the evacuation route there are human settlements justify how they will be
protected or suggest alternate evacuation route.
Show on a map, where temporary storage facility of sand will be created along
with environmental protection measures proposed for such storage facility.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on pisciculture.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on agricultural practices (such as
growing of water melons etc) if taking place in the cluster area.
Discuss the measures that will be adopted for the bank erosion.

14.

15.
16.

17.

18.

5.

Indicate in EIA the structures such as bridges/barrages/dams close to individual
leases in cluster and effects of mining on their structure stability with protection
plan.
Provide the historical data of last 05 years about the sand already evacuated and
the replenishment capacity of individual mine lease.
If a habitation is in close vicinity of ML area then possible impacts & mitigation
measures be addressed in EIA.
During presentation evacuation of sand was proposed from the other side of the
bank by crossing the entire river. PP was asked to proposed alternate route so that
sand can be evacuated from the same bank.
During presentation (in some cases) it was observed that there is difference in
cluster area information submitted by the mining officer and presentation made by
the PP & their consultant. If this is the situation in this case, the OIC, MP State
Mining Corporation Ltd., was asked to get the area revivified from mining officer
and same should be submitted with the EIA report.

Case No. -5165/16 Shri R.K. Nema, DGM, MP State Mining Corporation,
Paryavas Bhawna, Block-A, 2nd Floor, Jail Road, Arera Hills, Bhopal (MP)462011 Prior Environment Clearance for River Sand Mine project in an area
of 17.500 ha. (2,62,500 cum/year) at Khasra No.-181/1, Village-Rajon, TehsilBabai, District-Hoshangabad (MP)
This is case of River Sand Mining. The application was forwarded by SEIAA to
SEAC for appraisal. The proposed site at Khasra No.-181/1, Village-Rajon,
Tehsil-Babai, District-Hoshangabad (MP) 17.500 ha. The project requires prior
EC before commencement of any activity at site.
PP has submitted a copy of approved Mining Plan, letter from Mining Officer
certifying the leases within 1000 meters radius around the site and requisite
information in the prescribed format duly verified by the Tehsildar and DFO.
Concerned Mining Officer vide letter no.3988, dated: 24/3/16, has reported that
there are 03 more mines operating or proposed within 1000 meters around the said
mine with total area of 39.40 ha including this mine.
The case was presented by the PP (OIC, MP State Mining Corporation Ltd.,) and
their consultant and during presentation it was observed that concerned Mining
Officer vide letter no.3988, dated: 24/3/16, has reported that there are 03 more
mines operating or proposed within 1000 meters around the said mine with total

area of 39.40 ha including this mine. It being a case of cluster where the total area
is > 25 ha. it was decided to consider this case as B-1 and committee recommended
to issue standard TOR prescribed by MoEF&CC with following additional TORs:1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

Detailed evacuation plan alongwith road condion is to be discussed in the EIA
report alongwith requirement of manpower.
EIA/EMP is required to be prepared for entire cluster in order to cover all the
possible externalities. The report should cover carrying capacity, transportation and
other related issues for the cluster.
Photographs and maps depicting all the mines present in the cluster.
On a Google map, show all the mines in a cluster with all four co-ordinates of
individual mines.
The date and duration of carrying out the base line data collection and monitoring
be informed to the concerned Regional Officer of the M. P. Pollution Control
Board.
Photographs of individual mine during EIA process with date.
Justify the production from each mine and also justify the duration when mining is
possible.
Deatiled production plan with section should be provided in the EIA report
considering the safe area to be left for the prevention of bank erosion.
If on the evacuation route there are human settlements justify how they will be
protected or suggest alternate evacuation route.
Show on a map, where temporary storage facility of sand will be created along
with environmental protection measures proposed for such storage facility.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on pisciculture.
Discuss and assess impacts of sand mining on agricultural practices (such as
growing of water melons etc) if taking place in the cluster area.
Discuss the measures that will be adopted for the bank erosion.
Indicate in EIA the structures such as bridges/barrages/dams close to individual
leases in cluster and effects of mining on their structure stability with protection
plan.
Provide the historical data of last 05 years about the sand already evacuated and
the replenishment capacity of individual mine lease.
If a habitation is in close vicinity of ML area then possible impacts & mitigation
measures be addressed in EIA.
During presentation (in some cases) it was observed that there is difference in
cluster area information submitted by the mining officer and presentation made by
the PP & their consultant. If this is the situation in this case, the OIC, MP State
Mining Corporation Ltd., was asked to get the area revivified from mining officer
and same should be submitted with the EIA report.

